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Abstract
The design of collaborative editing (CE) system is a diﬃcult and error-prone activity,
since building the correct operations for maintaining good convergence properties
of the local copies requires examining a large number of situations. The operational
transformation is an approach which is used for achieving convergence in CE system.
But, it imposes the veriﬁcation of two conditions, C1 and C2, whose the proof is
often diﬃcult to handily produce and unmanageably complicated. In this paper, we
present an initial version of a tool for automatically verifying these conditions. The
input of our tool consists of a formal speciﬁcation written in algorithmic style which
gives the behaviour system and the functional description of the transformation al-
gorithm. The tool builds an algebraic speciﬁcation described in terms of conditional
equations. As veriﬁcation back-end we use an automated induction-based theorem
prover. We show in this work how to support the development of transformation
algorithms by an automatic theorem prover that allows for an automated analysis of
the numerous cases and therefore allows to derive a formal proof of the convergence
property of the resulting editor. We give two case studies about diﬀerent group
editors which conﬁrm the viability of our tool.
Key words: Collaborative Editing Systems, Copies Convergence, Situation Cal-
culus, Theorem Prover, Veriﬁcation.
1 Introduction
Motivations. CE system consists of two or more geographically separated
users which work together at same time through a computerized environment.
 The authors would like to thank Pascal Molli and Ge´rald Oster for useful comments on
an earlier draft of this paper.
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It typically supports a group’s ability to manipulate objects (i.e. text, image,
graphic, etc.) through a shared work space. In order to achieve good respon-
siveness and friendly collaboration, the shared objects are replicated at the
local memory of each participating user. Every user site is kept synchronized
with its counterparts by inter-changing appropriate control messages, i.e. the
actions of one user are broadcasted to all the other sites. If care is not taken,
a CE system can suﬀer concurrency control problems, due to events coming
out of order, leading to inconsistencies in the shared documents. One of the
most signiﬁcant issues in building CE systems with replicated architecture is
consistency maintenance of shared objects [11].
Operational transformation is an approach which allows to build real-time
groupware like CE system [2,11]. The purpose of this approach is to transform,
i.e. to adjust parameters, the remote operation according to local concurrent
ones. Systems like aDOPTed [9], GOTO [11], SOCT 2,3,4 [10,13] are used
to maintain the consistency of shared data which rely on the use of transfor-
mation algorithms. If these algorithms are not correct then the consistency
of shared data is not ensured. However, it is critical to verify such systems
to avoid the loss of data when broadcasting operations. This veriﬁcation is
based on the proof of convergence conditions [9], C1 and C2, whose the proof
is often diﬃcult – even impossible – to handily produce.
Our solution. To overcome this problem, it is necessary to encourage CE sys-
tem developers to write a formal speciﬁcation, i.e. a description about the
system behaviour, and then verify the correctness of the transformation al-
gorithm w.r.t. convergence conditions by using a theorem prover. However,
eﬀective use of a theorem prover typically requires expertise that is uncommon
among software engineers. Detailed knowledge of logic-based prover is often
necessary in order to guide it successfully through a proof. So, our work is
aimed at designing and implementing techniques underlying the development
of transformation algorithms which meet the following requirements:
(i) Writing easily formal speciﬁcation. Writing formal speciﬁcations must be
eﬀortless.
(ii) High degree of automation in the proof process. The developers should use
the theorem prover as a (push-button) probing tool to verify convergence
conditions.
Initially, we represented the shared object as an abstract data type, but
we encountered many diﬃculties when the data is quite complex (e.g. an
XML tree). The proof eﬀort became more costly: the proof of a property
involving the data could call for numerous sub-proofs of properties about
its logical structure. Our key-idea is to capture the user’s intuition when
he tests manually its transformations. Indeed, our framework is based on
the formalization of the eﬀect of each operation on the characteristics of the
shared object. Because we have to analyze the eﬀects of operations on a state,
we found appropriate to use the situation calculus for describing the system
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behaviour [8]. This formalism allows us to reason about temporal domains
concealing the structure of the shared object. In this respect, we present
an initial version of a tool, VOTE (Validation of Operational Transformation
Environment), for automatically checking convergence conditions. The input
of our tool consists of a formal speciﬁcation written in algorithmic style; it
gives the behaviour system deﬁned in the situation calculus and the functional
description of the transformation algorithms. The tool builds an algebraic
speciﬁcation described in terms of conditional equations. As veriﬁcation back-
end we use SPIKE, a ﬁrst-order implicit induction prover, which is suitable for
reasoning about conditional theories [1].
The main contribution of this paper is that it shows that making lightweight
use of formal veriﬁcation techniques, as provided by SPIKE, it is feasible (i) to
write easily a formal speciﬁcation of a CE system, and (ii) to have its trans-
formation algorithm checked w.r.t. convergence conditions so as to increase
conﬁdence in the correctness of the transformation algorithm. Moreover, using
our theorem-proving approach we have obtained surprisingly results. Indeed,
we have detected bugs in several CE system designed by specialists from the
domain [3,4].
Plan of the paper. The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we present the CE system and the properties required to ensure the
convergence. Section 3 gives the ingredients of our formalization for spec-
ifying and analyzing CE systems. Section 4 presents VOTE, an environment
to assist the development of correct transformation algorithms. In Section 5,
we describe examples handled by our environment: string-based group editor
and XML-based group editor. Finally, we give conclusions and present future
work.
2 CE Systems
The purpose of this section is to give overview about CE systems and especially
the operational transformation approach. More detailed presentations may be
found in [2,9,11,10,13].
Deﬁnition 2.1 (Local and remote operations).
Given a site, a local operation is an operation generated on this site whereas
a remote operation is one that generated on another site.
Deﬁnition 2.2 (Causal precedence).
Let op1 and op2 are two operations. op1 precedes op2 iﬀ the eﬀects of op1 are
implicitly taken into account by op2.
Deﬁnition 2.3 (Concurrency).
Two operations op1 and op2 are concurrent iﬀ there is no causal precedence
between them, i.e. op1 does not precedes op2 and op2 does not precedes op1.
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Every operation is processed in four steps: (i) generation on one site,
(ii) broadcast to others sites, (iii) reception by others sites, (iv) execution on
other sites.
Deﬁnition 2.4 (Stable CE).
An CE system is stable iﬀ all generated operations have been executed at all
sites.
Deﬁnition 2.5 (Convergence Property).
The convergence property states that replicates are identical at all sites when
the CE system is stable.
Example 2.6 Let us consider the following collaborative text editor scenario
(see Figure 1): there are two sites working on a shared document represented
by a string of characters. Initially, all the copies hold the string “efect”. The
document is modiﬁed with the operation Ins(p, c) for inserting a character
c at position p. Users 1 and 2 generate two concurrent operations: op1 =
Ins(2, “f”) and op2 = Ins(6, “s”) respectively. When op1 is received and
executed on site 2, it produces the expected string “effects”. But, when op2
is received on site 1, it does not take into account that op1 has been executed
before it. Consequently, we obtain an divergence between sites 1 and 2.
Fig. 1. Incorrect integration. Fig. 2. Integration with transformation.
As solution to divergence problem, the operational transformation ap-
proach has been proposed [2]. It consists of an algorithm, called transfor-
mation algorithm, which takes two concurrent operations op1 and op2 deﬁned
on the same state and returns op′1 which is equivalent to op1 but deﬁned on a
state where op2 has been applied. We denote this algorithm by a function T
which has two parameters, remote and local operations respectively.
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Example 2.7 Let us consider the precedent example 2.6. In Figure 2, we
illustrate the eﬀect of T . When op2 is received on site 1, op2 needs to be trans-
formed according to op1 as follows: T ((Ins(6, “s”), Ins(2, “f”)) = Ins(7, “s”).
The insertion position of op2 is incremented because op1 has inserted a char-
acter at position 2, which is before the character inserted by op2. Next, op
′
2
is executed on site 1. In the same way, when op1 is received on site 2, it
is transformed as follows: T (Ins(2, “f”), Ins(6, “s”)) = Ins(2, “f”); op1 re-
mains the same because “f” is inserted before “s”. Intuitively we can write
the transformation T as follows:
T(Ins(p1,c1),Ins(p2,c2)) = if (p1 < p2) return Ins(p1,c1)
else return Ins(p1+1,c1)
endif;
In the transformational approach there are two main algorithms: the in-
tegration and the transformation. The integration algorithm is responsible
of receiving, broadcasting and executing operations. It is independent of the
type of shared data and it calls transformation algorithm when needed. The
transformation algorithm is responsible for merging two concurrent operations
deﬁned on the same state. It is speciﬁc to the type of shared data. However,
using a transformation algorithm requires to satisfy two conditions (we use
the symbol ◦ to represent the sequence of operations):
• The condition C1 deﬁnes a state equivalence. The state generated by the
execution op1 followed by T (op2, op1) must be the same that the state gener-
ated by op2 followed by T (op1, op2), i.e. op1◦T (op2, op1) ≡ op2◦T (op1, op2).
This condition is necessary but not suﬃcient when the number of concurrent
operations is greater than two.
• The condition C2 ensures that the transformation of an operation according
to a sequence of concurrent operations does not depend of the order in which
operations of the sequence are transformed, i.e. T (op3, op1 ◦ T (op2, op1)) =
T (op3, op2 ◦ T (op1, op2)).
In [10], authors proved that conditions C1 and C2 are suﬃcient to ensure
the convergence property for every number of concurrent operations.
Deﬁnition 2.8 (Convergence).
An CE is convergent iﬀ its transformation algorithm is correct, w.r.t condi-
tions C1 and C2.
Proving C1 and C2 on transformation algorithms is very long and error
prone even on a simple string object. Consequently, to be able to develop
the transformational approach with simple or more complex objects, proving
conditions on transformation algorithm must be assisted by an automatic
theorem prover.
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3 Formal Speciﬁcation of CE Systems
In this section, we present the theoretical background of our framework. First,
we give notation and terminology used in this paper. Then, we introduce
the situation calculus and its relevance to CE systems. Finally, we give the
ingredients of our formalization for specifying and analyzing CE systems.
3.1 Preliminaries
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of algebraic
speciﬁcation [14], term rewriting and equational reasoning [12]. Let S be a set
(of sorts). An S-sorted set is a family of sets X = {Xs}s∈S indexed by S. A
many-sorted signature Σ is a triplet (S, F,X) where S is a set (of sorts), F is a
S∗×S-sorted set (of function symbols) and X is a family of S-sorted variables.
(ω, s) denotes the number of occurrences of the sort s in the sequence ω. We
assume that we have a partition of F in two subsets: the ﬁrst one C contains
the constructor symbols and the second one D is the set of deﬁned symbols,
such that C and D are disjoint. Let T (F,X) be the set of sorted terms.
When a term does not contain variables, it is called ground term. The set of
all ground terms is T (F ). A substitution η assigns terms of appropriate sorts
to variables. If t is a term, then tθ denotes the application of substitution θ to
t. If η applies every variable to ground term, then η is a ground substitution.
We denote by ≡ the syntactic equivalence between objects.
An equation is a formula of the form l = r. A conditional equation is a
formula of the following form:
∧n
i=1 ai = bi =⇒ l = r. It will be written∧n
i=1 ai = bi =⇒ l → r and called a conditional rewrite rule when using
an order on terms. The precondition of rule
∧n
i=1 ai = bi =⇒ l → r is∧n
i=1 ai = bi. The term l is the left-hand side of the rule. A set of conditional
rewrite rules is called a rewrite system. A constructor is free if it is not the root
of a left-hand side of a rule. An algebraic speciﬁcation is a pair (Σ, E) where
Σ is a many-sorted signature and E is a rewrite system (called the axioms of
(Σ, E)). A clause is an expression of the form: ∧ni=1 ai = bi =⇒
∨m
j=1 a
′
j = b
′
j.
The clause C is a Horn clause if m  1. The clause C is a logical consequence
of E if C is valid in any model of E , denoted by E |= C. C is said inductively
valid in E (denoted E|=IndC), if for any ground substitution σ, (for all i,
E|= aiσ = biσ) implies (there exists j, E|= a′jσ = b′jσ).
3.2 Situation Calculus
The situation calculus introduced by McCarthy and Hayes [5] is a formalism
for reasoning about dynamic systems. The set of sorts includes, among others,
two sorts sit and act for situations and actions, respectively. The remaining
are the domain object sorts. The intuition underlying the situations is that
they are ﬁnite sequences of actions. Starting with an initial situation, actions
possible in a current situation are executed to get new situations [8]. There
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are two function symbols: the constant S0 of sort sit, that denotes the initial
situation, and the binary function do from actions and situations into situa-
tions, where do(a, s) denotes the situation that results from doing action a in
situation s. Obviously, one can never completely know a situation, but only
facts about that situation. The way to observe those facts is through ﬂuents
(or observers), functions whose domain is the space sit of situations. In order
to reach a certain situation, the actions that led to it should be enabled. A
predicate symbol is introduced to cope with this feature: poss also with two
parameters one of sort act and one of sort sit, for deﬁning when an action is
enabled in a given situation.
We deﬁne the set of basic sorts Sbs = {sit, act}. In the following, we give
a deﬁnition about the Situation Calculus (SC) speciﬁcation.
Deﬁnition 3.1 An SC signature is a tuple Σ = (S, F, P,X) such that: (i) S
is a set such that Sbs ⊆ S and Sis = S \Sbs; (ii) F is S∗×S-indexed family of
sets such that F
,sit = {S0}, Fact sit,sit = {do} and Fω,s = ∅ if either s is sit,
ω contains act or (w, sit) > 1; (iii) P is S∗-indexed family of sets such that
Pact sit = {poss} and Pω = ∅ if either ω contains act or (w, sit) > 1; (iv) X
is S-indexed family of variable sets.
Given an SC signature (S, F, P,X), each element A ∈ Fω,act is said to be
an action symbol with parameters sort ω. Every element F ∈ Fω sit,s is called
functional ﬂuent symbol with parameters sort ω ∈ S∗is and s is an element
of Sis. Each element F ∈ Pω sit is called propositional ﬂuent symbol with
parameters sort ω ∈ S∗is. A variable of sort g is every element x ∈ Xg. We
denote A, Ff and F r the set of action symbols, the set of functional ﬂuent
symbols and the set of propositional ﬂuent symbols, respectively. These sets
are ﬁnite.
Example 3.2 The following is an SC signature for a string editor. It has
two actions: Ins(p, c) for inserting a character c at position p and Del(p)
for removing the character at position p. It has also two ﬂuents: Length
(with one parameter of sort sit) for observing the length of the string at given
situation and Car (with two parameters of sorts nat and sit) for observing
the character of the string at given position and situation. We denote this
signature Σstring that consists of: (i) Sis = {nat, char}; (ii) A = {Ins,Del};
(iii) Ff = {Length, Car}
Deﬁnition 3.3 An SC speciﬁcation is a tuple SP = (Σ,Ax) where Σ is an
SC signature and Ax = DS0 ∪ DP ∪ DSS such that:
(i) DS0 is the set of axioms describing the initial situation, S0;
(ii) DP is the set of action precondition axioms;
(iii) DSS is the set of successor state axioms for every ﬂuent f .
Example 3.4 Consider the string signature Σstring of the example 3.2. We
give the string speciﬁcation with the following axioms:
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(i) DS0 = Length(S0) = 0, Car(p, S0) = null, i.e. the string is empty at the
initial situation S0 and null represents the null value of the character.
(ii) DP = {poss(Ins(p, c), s) ≡ p ≤ Length(s), poss(Del(p), s) ≡
p < Length(s)};
(iii) DSS = {Length(do(a, s)) = y ≡ φ1, Car(q, do(a, s)) = y ≡ φ2} where:
φ1≡ [y = Lenght(s) + 1 ∧ poss(a, s) ∧ a = Ins(p, c)]
∨ [y = Length(s) ∧ ¬poss(a, s)]
∨ [y = Lenght(s)− 1 ∧ poss(a, s) ∧ a = Del(p)]
φ2≡ [y = Car(q, s) ∧ ¬poss(a, s)
∨ [y = c ∧ p = q ∧ poss(a, s) ∧ a = Ins(p, c)]
∨ [y = Car(q − 1, s) ∧ q ≥ p ∧ poss(a, s) ∧ a = Ins(p, c)]
∨ [y = Car(q + 1, s) ∧ q ≥ p ∧ poss(a, s) ∧ a = Del(p)]
∨ [y = Car(q, s) ∧ q < p ∧ poss(a, s) ∧ a = Del(p)]
In [7] the state of a situation is deﬁned as being the set of ﬂuents that hold
in that situation. Accordingly, we can give the following deﬁnition:
Deﬁnition 3.5 Two situations s and s′ have the same state, and we denote
it by s ≈state s′ if the set of ﬂuents that hold is the same, i.e.,
s ≈state s′ ⇐⇒ ∀f1 ∈ Ff and ∀f2 ∈ F r.
f1(x, s) = y ≡ f1(x, s′) = y ∧ f2(x, s) ≡ f2(x, s′)
This way to observe a state can lead us to consider it as an equivalence
class of situations. Indeed, a state can be regarded as the set of situations
that have the same properties.
3.3 Our Model
More formally a CE system is a structure of the form G =< St,O, Tr > where:
(i) St is the structure of the shared object (i.e., string, XML document, CAD
object), (ii) O is the set of operations applied on the shared object, (iii) Tr
is the transformation algorithm. Since CE systems are in essence temporal
systems, the situation calculus is especially well-suited for formalizing them.
In this setting, operations are correlated to actions. In the following, we
give an description of our model based on the constructor-based algebraic
approach [1].
Behaviour. We observe the evolution of a collaborative system through the
number of operations applied on it. In other words, a sequence of operations
executed from an initial state to a ﬁnal state gives an idea about the changes
of the system. The situation calculus is well suited to such description, be-
cause the situation – sequence of actions – is regarded as a snapshot of the
system. We use the sort sit for representing the space of situations. It has two
constructor functions: (i) the constant constructor S0 (the initial situation),
and (ii) a constructor • (corresponding to the function do of the situation cal-
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culus) which given an operation and a situation gives the resulting situation
after the operation assuming that its execution is possible.
Operations. Operations correspond to actions in the situation calculus. The
sort opn is speciﬁed by introducing a constructor for every operation type. In
the example 3.2, the operation type Ins is deﬁned as a constructor with c and
p as arguments, and produces a value which is the operation corresponding
to the character c and the number position p. The constructors of opn are
free since operations are assumed to be distinct. For every operation, we
should indicate conditions under which this operation is enabled. For this we
deﬁne the predicate poss by a set of conditional axioms. For instance, the
precondition “it is possible to insert a character only at a position before the
end of the text” could be expressed as two conditional equations:
(p ≤ Length(s+ 1)) = true =⇒ poss(Ins(p, c), s) = true
(p ≤ Length(s+ 1)) = false =⇒ poss(Ins(p, c), s) = false
We deﬁne also an idle operation which when it is applied it lets the system
unchanged. We represent it by the constant constructor nop.
Shared Object. The main component in the CE system is the shared ob-
ject. Indeed, the way for establishing a collaboration “without breakdown”
depends primarily on the structure of this object. The eﬀort for formally
specifying the shared object is proportional to the complexity of its structure.
For instance, if the shared has a hierarchical structure, i.e. XML tree, then
the speciﬁcation eﬀort is very expensive and requires an expertise for proving
properties inherent to the structure. Our goal is to build a light engine of
proofs which assists the development of transformation functions. So, thanks
to the situation calculus we can conceal the internal structure of the shared
object by enumerating its characteristics and how these ones change when the
operations are applied. These characteristics are observed by ﬂuents which are
inductively deﬁned upon the situation by successor state axioms [8]. Since we
deal with conditional ﬁrst order formalism, we can split the successor state
axiom into a set of conditional equations (provided this set gives a complete
deﬁnition of the function). For instance, the ﬂuent Car is deﬁned with respect
to Del by two conditional equations (see example 3.4) :
n ≥ p = true =⇒ Car(n, s •Del(p)) = Car(n+ 1, s)
n < p = true =⇒ Car(n, s •Del(p)) = Car(n, s)
Transformation algorithm. The transformation algorithm is used to ensure
convergence in CE system. It adjust the parameters of one operation according
to the eﬀects of other executed concurrent operations. Both operations must
be deﬁned on the same state.
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Deﬁnition 3.6 A transformation algorithm is deﬁned by the following func-
tion: T : opn × opn → opn, which takes two arguments, namely remote and
local operations, and produces another operation. We denote T (a, b) by a : b.
Consequently, a transformation has to be deﬁned for every operations cou-
ple taking into account their diﬀerent parameters. For instance, if we consider
the operation Del(p1) and Ins(p2, c2) as remote and local operations, respec-
tively, then their transformation is computed as follows:
Del(p1) : Ins(p2,c2) := if p1 > p2 then return Del(p1+1)
else return Del(p1)
We can easily express this transformation as two conditional equations:
(p1 > p2) = true =⇒ Del(p1) : Ins(p2, c2) = Del(p1 + 1)
(p1 > p2) = false =⇒ Del(p1) : Ins(p2, c2) = Del(p1)
Summary of our model. Let be π =< St,O, Tr > a CE system where
St represents the structure of the shared object. Then, π is modeled as an
algebraic speciﬁcation as follows. Let S, Sbs = {sit, opn} and Sis = S \ Sbs
be the set of all sorts, the set of basic sorts and the set of individuals sorts,
respectively.
Deﬁnition 3.7 A CE system π is an algebraic speciﬁcation SP π = (Σπ,Aπx)
where:
• Σπ is an SC signature. F is deﬁned as C∪D, where C and D are construc-
tor and non-constructor (or deﬁned) functions, such that: (i) C
,sit = {S0},
Copn opn,sit = {•} and Cω,s = ∅ if s is sit or ω contains an element of Sbs.
(ii) Dopn opn,opn = {T} and Dω,s = ∅ if either s is sit, ω contains opn, or
(ω, sit) > 1. (iii) Popn sit = {poss} and Pω = ∅ if either ω contains opn or
(w, sit) > 1; (iv) X is S-indexed family of sets.
• Aπx = Ax∪DT is the set of axioms (written as conditional equations) such
that DT contains axioms corresponding to the transformation function T .
Let SP π be an algebraic speciﬁcation modeling the CE system π. The
set Cω,s (ω ∈ S∗is) contains all constructor operations which represent the
operation types of π. All the necessary conditions for the execution of an
operation are given by DP . The sets Dω sit,s and Pω sit contain the functional
and the relational ﬂuent symbols respectively, where ω ∈ S∗is and s is an
element of Sis; these ones are used to deﬁne the observations related to the
characteristics of the shared object. Precisely when π evolving, the change of
these characteristics is described by the set of successor state axioms, DSS.
Finally, the transformation algorithm used by π is given as a set of axioms
DT .
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3.4 Convergence Conditions
Before stating the properties that an CE system have to satisfy for ensuring
convergence, we give some notations. Let a, b1, . . . , bn be terms of sort opn.
We deﬁne:
(i) [] • s = s and [b1, . . . , bn] • s = bn • ([b1, . . . , bn−1] • s) is the application of
the sequence b1, . . . , bn on the situation s.
(ii) Legal([b1, . . . , bn], s) = poss(b1, s) ∧ . . . ∧ poss(bn, [b1, . . . , bn−1] • s).
(iii) a : [] = a and a : [b1, . . . , bn] = ((a : [b1, . . . , bn−1]) : bn denotes the
operation resulting from transforming a on the sequence of operations
[b1, . . . , bn].
The convergence conditions are formulated as lemmas to be proved. Let
SP π = (Σπ,Aπx) be an algebraic speciﬁcation modeling an group editor
system π. The ﬁrst condition C1 expresses a semantic equivalence between
two operation sequences. Given two operations op1 and op2, the sequences
[op1, op2 : op1] and [op2, op1 : op2] must produce the same state.
Lemma 3.8 (Condition C1).
For all operations op1 and op2, and for all n+ 1-ary ﬂuents f if:
Aπx |=Ind Legal([op1, op2 : op1], s1) = true
∧ Legal([op2, op1 : op2], s2) = true ∧ f(x1, . . . , xn, s1) = f(x1, . . . , xn, s2)
=⇒ f(x1, . . . , xn, [op1, op2 : op1] • s1) = f(x1, . . . , xn, [op2, op1 : op2] • s2)
then :
Legal([op1, op2 : op1], s1) = true ∧ Legal([op2, op1 : op2], s2) = true
∧ s1 ≈state s2 =⇒ [op1, op2 : op1] • s1 ≈state [op2, op1 : op2] • s2
holds.
The second condition C2 stipulates a syntactic equivalence between two
operation sequences. Given three operations op1, op2 and op3, transforming
op3 with respect two sequences [op1, op2 : op1] and [op2, op1 : op2] must give
the same operation.
Lemma 3.9 (Condition C2).
For all operations op1, op2 and op3:
Aπx |=Ind op3 : [op1, op2 : op1] = op3 : [op1, op1 : op2]
Consequently, the convergence property of an CE system is expressed by
the following theorem:
Theorem 3.10 (Convergence property).
An CE system is convergent iﬀ its transformation algorithm satisﬁes both con-
ditions C1 and C2.
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4 VOTE
In this section, we give an overview of our tool VOTE which translates “hu-
manly readable” descriptions of CE systems into SPIKE language. We present
how CE systems are described in this tool and how the veriﬁcation process
works.
4.1 Input Syntax
CE systems are described in formalism close to algorithmic language. In fact,
a CE system is introduced as a set of operations deﬁning conditional data
changes, a set of ﬂuents (or observers) observing how the characteristics of data
change when operations are applied and a set of transformation operations.
For example, Figure 3 shows a simple group editor designed by Ellis and
Gibbs [2] in order to modify concurrently the same text. In this description
the user declares ﬁrst sorts of used data and the signatures of observers and
operations. Every operation is preceded by a boolean expression indicating
when this operation is enabled. Next, the user deﬁnes the transformation
rules. This deﬁnition is exhaustive, i.e. all cases should be given. As there
are two operations in our example (Ins and Del), then four cases are given.
Furthermore, it is not necessary to deﬁne transformation rules for the idle
operation nop. Indeed, they are automatically generated by VOTE, i.e. for
every operation op T (nop, op) = nop and T (op, nop) = op. Finally, the user
gives the observation rules, i.e. successor state rules, for every observer and
operation. The prime symbol ′ means that the observation is related to the
resulting situation when an operation is executed.
4.2 Veriﬁcation Process
This design is adapted to users which are not familiar in logic and allows to
ensure the completeness of the function deﬁnitions. Indeed, a sentence such as
a = if (c) then b else b′ can be automatically translated in axioms like
c =⇒ a = b and ¬c =⇒ a = b′. All the generated axioms can be di-
rectly given to the prover SPIKE, which automatically orientes these axioms
into conditional rewrite rules. SPIKE was chosen for the following reasons:
(i) its high automation degree (to help CE developer), (ii) its ability on case
analysis (to deal with multiple operations and many case of transformations),
(iii) its refutational completeness (to ﬁnd counter-examples), (iv) its incorpo-
ration of decision procedures (to automatically eliminate arithmetic tautolo-
gies produced during the proof attempt 1 ). When SPIKE is called, either the
proof succeed and transformations are validated, or the SPIKE’s proof-trace
is used to present the problematic cases to the user. These cases are of two
kinds. The ﬁrst one concerns valid conjectures where appear undeﬁned aux-
1 like x+ z > y = false ∧ z + x < y = false =⇒ x+ z = y
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type nat, char;
observer
char car(nat);
nat length();
operation
p > 0 and p <= length()+1 : Ins(nat p, char c, nat pr);
p > 0 and p <= length()+1 : Del(nat p, nat pr);
transform
T(Ins(p1,c1,pr1), Ins(p2,c2,pr2)) = T(Ins(p1,c1,pr1), Del(p2,pr2)) =
if (p1 < p2) then if (p1 < p2) then
return Ins(p1,c1,pr1) return Ins(p1,c1,pr1)
elseif (p1 > p2) then else
return Ins(p1+1,c1,pr1) return Ins(p1-1,c1,pr1)
elseif (c1 == c2) then endif;
return nop
elseif (pr1 > pr2) then T(Del(p1,pr1),Ins(p2,c2,pr2)) =
return Ins(p1+1,c1,pr1) if (p1 < p2) then
else return Del(p1,pr1)
return Ins(p1,c1,pr1) else
endif; return Del(p1+1,pr1)
endif;
T(Del(p1,pr1), Del(p2,pr2)) =
if (p1 < p2) then
return Del(p1,pr1)
elseif (p1 > p2) then
return Del(p1-1,pr1)
else
return nop
endif;
definition
car’(n)/Ins(p,c,pr) = car’(n)/Del(p,pr) =
if (n == p) then if (n >= p) then
return c return car(n+1)
elseif (n > p) then else
return car(n-1) return car(n)
else end;
return car(n)
endif;
length’()/Ins(p,c,pr) = length’()/Del(n,pr) =
return length()+1; return length()-1;
Fig. 3. Speciﬁcation of Group Editor in VOTE tool.
iliary functions (such as childof(a, b) 2 that means b is the parent of a) or
arithmetic which SPIKE’s decision procedure cannot manage 3 . This kind of
cases can be overcame by introducing the deﬁnition of such functions or lem-
mas. The second one concerns cases violating condition C1 or C2. VOTE gives
2 like childof(u, v) = true∧ childof(v, w) = true =⇒ childof(u, v) = true for XML trees
3 like car((n+ 1)− 1, xSt) = car((n− 1) + 1, xSt)
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the scenario (operation and conditions) of each cases to help user to modify
its transformations.
5 Case Studies
5.1 String-Based Group Editor
As ﬁrst example, we present a simple string-based group editor designed by
Ellis and Gibbs [2] who are the pioneers of the operational transformation.
Their transformation algorithm is illustrated on Figure 3, i.e. T . Operations
Ins and Del are extended with a new parameter pr representing the priority.
Priorities are based on the site identiﬁer where operations have been generated.
When submitting this system to VOTE, it has detected that condition C1 is
violated by giving the counter-example depicted in Figure 4(a). The counter-
example is simple: (i) user1 inserts x in position 2 (op1) while user2 con-
currently deletes the character at the same position (op2). (ii) When op2 is
received by site 1, op2 must be transformed according to op1. So T (Del(2),
Ins(2, x)) is called andDel(3) is returned. (iii) In the same way, op1 is received
on site 2 and must be transformed according to op2. T (Ins(2, x), Del(2)) is
called and return Ins(1, x). Condition C1 is violated. Accordingly, the ﬁnal
results on both sites are diﬀerent.
The error comes from the deﬁnition of T (Ins(p1, c1, pr1), Del(p2, pr2)).
The condition p1 < p2 should be rewritten p1 ≤ p2. Other bugs have been
detected in other string-based group editors [9,11]. More details may be found
in [4].
(a) violating condition C1. (b) violating condition C2.
Fig. 4. Counter-examples
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5.2 XML-based Group Editor
As second case study we have chosen a CE system based on SAMS 4 (Syn-
chronous, Asynchronous and Multi-Synchronous) concept [6,3]. In [6] an orig-
inal concept of environment has been developed enabling working in Syn-
chronous, Asynchronous and Multi-Synchronous modes. This environment is
based on XML object model. Basically an XML document is an unordered
tree where elements can be decorated with attributes. We can consider that
any XML tree can be built with the following set of operations:
(i) CN(int n, String tn) : int nn. (C)reate (N)ode nn, child of n with tag
name tn where nn is a unique new identiﬁer.
(ii) DN(int n) : void. (D)elete (N)ode n where n exists.
(iii) CA(int n, String a) : void. (C)reate (A)ttribute a on node n where n
exists and a does not exist (is a new attribute for n).
(iv) DA(int n, String a) : void. (D)elete (A)ttribute a of node n where n and
a exists.
(v) CHA(int n, String a, any v) : void. (CH)ange the (A)ttribute a of node
n with the value v where n and a exists and v is an arbitrary value.
All transformation rules may be found in [3]. These rules satisfy the con-
dition C1. Let us consider the following transformation:
T(CHA(n1,a1,v1),CHA(n2,a2,v2)) =
if (n1==n2 and a1==a2 and v1==v2) then return nop
elseif (n1==n2 and a1==a2 and v1!=v2) then return max(v1,v2)
else return CHA(n1,a1,v1)
endif;
VOTE proves that C2 is violated with max(v1, v2) = max(v2, v3) in the
following scenario: site s1 (CHA(n, a, v1)), site s2 (CHA(n, a, v2)) and site
s3 (CHA(n, a, v3)). We illustrate on Figure 4(b) the broadcast of an in-
stance of this sequence. The problem comes from the integration of op3 on
site 2. First transformation of op3 with op2 (denoted by op3 : op2) gives
T (CHA(1, a, 2), CHA(1, a, 5)) = CHA(1, a, 5). Then the transformation of
op3 : op2 with op1 : op2 gives T (CHA(1, a, 5), CHA(1, a, 5)) = nop. On the
other hand, at site 1, transformation of op3 with op1 gives T (CHA(1, a, 2),
CHA(1, a, 1)) = CHA(1, a, 2). Then the transformation of op3 : op1 with
op2 : op1 gives T (CHA(1, a, 2), CHA(1, a, 5)) = CHA(1, a, 5). Consequently,
C2 is violated. To satisfy C2 the above rule must be redeﬁned as follows:
T(CHA(n1,a1,v1),CHA(n2,a2,v2)) =
if (n1==n2 and a1==a2) then return max(v1,v2)
else CHA(n1,a1,v1)
endif;
4 http://woinville.loria.fr/sams/
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6 Conclusion
We have presented our tool VOTE which is intended to automatically detect
copies divergence in operational transformation-based CE systems. To meet
convergence requirement, the transformation algorithm of these systems must
be checked w.r.t. the convergence conditions C1 and C2. This task is diﬃcult
– even impossible – to handily carry out due to the numerous cases to test.
So we have proposed a framework to assist the development of correct trans-
formation algorithms. We think that our approach is very valuable because:
(i) it can help signiﬁcantly to increase conﬁdence in a transformation algo-
rithm; (ii) having the theorem prover ensures that all cases are considered
and quickly produces counter-example scenarios; (iii) formalization is very
easy and eﬀortless.
A drawback of this framework is that the user have to identify which set of
characteristics gives a complete observation of the edited object. However, he
has not to deﬁne them if he only wants to prove condition C2. Furthermore,
this can also be viewed as advantage because the complexity of the proof is
highly reduced.
Future work. We plan to investigate the development of correct transforma-
tion algorithms for more complex typed object, such that: ﬁle system, DTDs
in XML, text blocks, etc. Then, we are also working in how to ensure the cor-
rect composition of many transformation algorithms for handling composed
objects. Finally, we intend to improve strategy proofs underlying to SPIKE for
increasing more the degree of automation.
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